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Abstract

All graph-coloring register allocators rely on heuristics to arrive at a “good” answer to the NP-complete problem of register allocation, resulting in suboptimal code due to spill code.

We look at a post-pass to the allocator that removes unnecessary spill code by finding places where the availability of an unused register allows us to “promote” a spill to a register.

We explain and correct an error in Briggs’ spill-code insertion algorithm that sometimes inserts an unnecessary number of spill instructions. This fix has an insignificant impact on the runtime of the compiler and never causes a degradation in runtime of the code produced.

We suggest minimizing the impact of the spill code with a small separate memory dedicated to spills and under the exclusive control of the compiler. We show an algorithm and experimental results which suggest that this hardware construct would significantly decrease the runtime of the code.

\textsuperscript{2}This work is based in part upon work supported by the Texas Advanced Technology Program under Grant No. 003604-015 and by Darpa through Army Contract DABT63-95-C-0115.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Compilers and register allocation

An optimizing compiler is a compiler that, as part of the translation process, also performs transformations on the input, with the goal of producing output that is better, as measured by resultant code size, speed of execution, etc. An optimizing compiler has three general phases:

1. the front end, which parses the input language and produces an intermediate form that is manipulable by the subsequent two phases

2. the optimizer, which performs transformations on the intermediate form

3. the back end, which transforms the intermediate form into the target language

The back end of an optimizing compiler has, as part of its job, the task of finite resource allocation. That is, the back end is primarily concerned with taking the intermediate form produced by the optimizer — which may reflect the target architecture’s capabilities to a greater or lesser extent — and mapping it to reflect the structures of the target machine. For example, the instruction-selection pass of the back end maps the intermediate form into the actual instructions that the machine understands.

Another pass of the back end is the register allocator, that assigns values represented in the intermediate code to the actual physical memory on the machine. The allocator usually has two choices about where to place a value: it can either place it into a register, the fastest memory on a chip, or into main memory, which will cause accesses to that value to take longer.

Because the machine has only a limited number of registers, we can write a program that needs more registers than the machine has. This will force some number of the program’s values into the slower memory. The allocator’s job, then, is to decide which values are kept in registers and which values are kept in memory. Within the set of choices, it should select one that allows the program to run as fastest.
1.2 Overview

Because compilers rely on imperfect heuristics to solve the problem of register allocation, there is always room for improvement. This thesis will explore the following aspects of register allocation:

1.2.1 Spill promotion

Cooper and Simpson developed an algorithm for live-range splitting based on interference patterns [20]. This algorithm can be expensive in terms of both time and space. We look at an alternative algorithm that runs after the allocator has finished and looks for the kinds of spill mistakes that Cooper and Simpson detect. We present both the algorithm and experimental results that point to its effectiveness.

1.2.2 A fix to the spill-code insertion phase of the allocator

Briggs’ dissertation gives an elegant algorithm for both computing spill costs and inserting spill code. However, an implicit assumption in the algorithm can cause the allocator to insert unnecessary spill code. The solution is a straightforward adjustment to the spill-code insertion routine that significantly reduces spilling on codes that trigger the error. This work, combined with the spill promotion work mentioned above, points to further improvements that suggest substantial benefits for a minimal increase in compiler analysis and runtime.

1.2.3 Memory allocation

To understand how better to reduce the impact of spill code, we need to understand the kind and amount of spilling inserted by the allocator. We look at the effects of applying a graph-coloring memory-allocation algorithm to the memory locations used for spilling and discuss the theoretical application of tailoring the spill code to different architectures’ memory systems.

1.2.4 Compiler-controlled memory

Finally, we take a different approach to the issue of spill code. Instead of trying to reduce the amount of spill code that the allocator inserts, we propose to use a piece of on-chip memory exclusively for spill code. This memory would be as fast as cache memory, but it would be under the control of the compiler rather than the hardware.
We use the results from the memory allocation study to show that this memory space could be quite small, and we present an algorithm that the compiler could employ to utilize this space. We also present experimental results that suggest that this method would have a significant impact on a program’s runtime.
Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we will discuss some of the context necessary for our discussion of register allocation and spill code. We discuss the underlying representation of the code with which we work. We examine the standard memory hierarchy as a motivation for this work, and we describe the graph-coloring register allocation algorithm. We present the thesis for this work, and sketch the Briggs register allocator on which we based our experiments. Finally, we present some of the history of register allocation and spill-code reduction.

2.1 The control-flow graph and intermediate representation

A compiler's front end builds the control-flow graph (CFG), a graph that encodes control-flow information in its structure. Each node in the graph is some number of instructions, and edges between nodes represent flow of control between instructions. The simplest CFG would have a node for each instruction in the program, but this would require more memory to encode this data structure than is actually needed. Any two instructions that always occur in the same order could actually be stored in the same node in the CFG. Thus, the CFG data structure encodes an ordering on two different levels: first, edges between nodes represent possible paths through the program, and second, multiple instructions in a single node are ordered linearly. A node in the CFG data structure actually represents a basic block – usually referred to simply as a “block” – a linear list of instructions such that if one instruction executes, they all do.

In the MSCP compiler, the instructions are represented in ILOC (pronounced, “eye-lock”) in a form that looks like a generic three-address assembly code, with some constructs designed to enhance human readability. One of the notable features of ILOC is that all values are represented by an abstract data type we refer to as a register. Intuitively, these registers correspond to a machine’s set of physical registers
with one exception: whereas all machines have a fixed, finite number of registers, the number of registers in an ILOC program can be sized to demand.

ILOC allows for an arbitrary number of registers as a direct result of Backus’s philosophy of separating concerns [3]. Backus’s idea was that transformations in the compiler’s optimizer could be thought about more clearly as a result of removing concerns about the target machine’s physical limitations. Under Backus’s model, the back end of the compiler is charged with understanding the limitations of the target machine and transforming the code to honor those restrictions. Thus, in the MSCP compiler, the back end has to understand how many physical registers are available and then map the greater number of registers in the ILOC program into those physical registers.

2.2 The different kinds of memory

Today’s CPUs have multiple layers of memory that they can access, where the tradeoff is that the faster the memory, the smaller it is. Generally, there are four levels of memory built into a modern machine.

The first is the disk, hard drive, etc. This memory is extremely slow relative to the CPU, but it can be of (theoretically) unlimited size. The addresses on a disk are disjoint from the memory addresses of a particular executable. This is important, because

Faster than the disk and considerably smaller is the computer’s RAM. This is moderately slow memory in relation to the CPU, but it can be very large – typically, some number of megabytes or even several gigabytes in size. This memory is

The next layer of memory is the CPU’s cache. This is memory, usually located on the CPU’s chip, that is reasonably fast, but relatively small, usually only a couple of hundred kilobytes. Commonly, the cache can be multi-leveled, with each level larger than the former level and, consequently, slower than the preceding level. The address space of cache memory is directly related to the RAM; the higher-order bits of a RAM address are usually used as the address of a cache entry.

Finally, the fastest memory is the small set of CPU registers. Of these four levels of memory, only the registers are under the complete control of the compiler; the other levels are controlled by the hardware. Thus, we usually use the term “memory” to refer to any level of memory except the registers. This memory is exactly as fast as the CPU itself, but it is very small – on current machines, the set of registers is
usually capable of holding a maximum of sixty-four values. On almost all processors, a value cannot be used by the CPU unless it is in a register.

For example, the UltraSPARC 140 on which we ran the experiments described in this thesis has a processor that runs at 140 MHz. It has sixty-four registers, each of which holds eight bytes. The two-level cache has thirty-two kilobytes on the chip and 512 kilobytes on another chip. The total RAM is 256 megabytes, and the hard disk can store two gigabytes of data. The first-level cache runs at the same speed of the processor, while the second-level cache runs at about a third of the speed of the processor. The RAM has a 60 nanosecond access time, or just over eight processor cycles.

As another example, the SGI Origin uses a MIPS R10000 processor, which has a speed of up to 250 MHz, and requires as many as 66 cycles to retrieve a value from the RAM. The primary cache runs close to the speed of the processor, and the secondary cache’s speed is 80% of the processor’s speed.

Clearly, keeping a value in a register instead of in RAM is profitable. Keeping a value in cache would seem to be a reasonable alternative, but the compiler does not have control over the cache. To the compiler, a store to memory can go anywhere, subject to the state of the cache, and so the compiler must assume that a spill goes all the way to the RAM. It is even problematic if the value gets spilled into the cache. Since the cache is of very limited size, moving a value into cache often requires moving another value out of the cache.

The large (and growing) discrepancy between cache speed and RAM speed encourages the compiler to be very careful about utilizing the cache. Although the compiler must rely on the hardware to control the cache, the hardware’s behavior is somewhat predictable, and a number of optimizations have been developed that attempt to structure the code to maximize cache performance. Because they have already run by the time the back end inserts spill code, these optimizations can easily have their improvements negated by unfortunate interaction between the cache and the back end’s spill code. Thus, it is imperative to the overall performance of optimized code to reduce spill code as much as possible.
2.3 The register allocator

The phase of the back end with which we are concerned is the register allocator, so named because its job is to allocate the scarce resource of registers to minimize the amount of spill code inserted.

No matter how clever the algorithm used to map the abstract registers to the physical registers, there will always be cases where this is impossible. To understand this, we need to introduce the concept of liveness. A value is live in the region between the point it is defined and any point that value is used.

The number of variables live at any point in the program defines the register pressure at that point. That is, register pressure at a particular program point is defined as the demand for registers if all of the values live at that point were to be stored in registers. If the register pressure at some point in the program is greater than the number of registers that can hold those values, some number of the values must be stored to memory. Register allocation segregates live values into two classes: values stored in registers and values stored in memory. The latter, while live in the sense of being used at some future point in the program, do not add to the register pressure while they are stored in memory.

A simplistic algorithm for register allocation, then, would be to walk forward from the beginning of the code being compiled, assigning values to registers. For each definition of a new value, find a register that is not being used and put the new value into that register. If all of the registers are full, clear one of them by storing its value to memory. For each use of a value in some instruction, make sure that the value is already in a register, or load the value out of memory (where it must have been previously stored to make room for some other value).

This algorithm captures the idea of register allocation, but few of the myriad details. For example, the algorithm gives only one way to clear a value out of a register: save it to memory. But if the program no longer needs that value, there is no reason to keep the value in a register past the point of its last use, or its death.

Remember that a value’s liveness is defined as the region between its definition and its uses. If we know what is live at the end of a block, we can find deaths by walking backwards through the list of instructions in the block. We start by creating a set, currently live, initialized with those values live at the end of the block; the live set at the end of a block simply denotes those values that are used later in other blocks. At each instruction in the backward walk, we compare the uses in the
instruction with the members of \texttt{currently live}. If a use is not in the set, then this instruction marks the death of that value. If a value is not in the block’s live-out set, it is not used after the end of the block; thus, by walking backwards through the block, the first time we find a use of a value is the last time that the value will be used not only in this block, but in all subsequent blocks. A value’s death marks the point at which its register becomes free to be used by another value.

To keep \texttt{currently live} up to date, we then add all of the instruction’s uses to the set, since from this point upwards these values are live, and remove the values defined by this instruction, since we are walking backwards through the block, and a definition marks the beginning of the value’s live range.

With this algorithm, we can introduce the concept of \textit{interference}. As we perform the backward walk, we know the set of values that are live at each instruction. Normally, we move many values into and out of a particular register over the course of the program, so a particular register, $r_1$, might at one time hold value $v_1$, and at another time hold value $v_2$. However, the physical register $r_1$ cannot be used for both values if at any point in the program $v_1$ and $v_2$ are simultaneously live. In that case, $v_1$ and $v_2$ are said to \textit{interfere}, and they must be stored in different physical registers.

We compute liveness for the entire program. Taking the blocks one at a time and walking backwards through each block’s instruction list, we compute the entire set of interferences between all of the values, by examining which values are simultaneously live at each instruction. We can build a graph from this information, where each node in the graph represents a value, and each edge between two values represents the fact that they interfere. This graph is called the \textit{interference graph}, and this is the graph that forms the cornerstone of a Chaitin-style register allocator.

\subsection{Graph-coloring as the model for register allocation}

Chaitin \textit{et al.} proposed using the interference graph to model register allocation as a graph coloring problem. The graph coloring problem is to assign a color to each node in a graph with the restriction that two nodes connected by an edge cannot have the same color. The analogy to register allocation is direct: if we substitute “registers” for “colors,” and we “color” the interference graph, then the problem becomes assigning registers to nodes with the restriction that nodes that interfere cannot share the same register. The coloring problem is not an exact match to register allocation; in the
coloring problem, there are an unlimited number of colors, and the problem is to find the smallest number of colors that can be used. In register allocation, the number of "colors" – that is to say, registers – is fixed.

Intuitively, we can color a graph by taking the nodes in some order and successively applying colors (registers) to them, mindful of the restriction that no two adjacent nodes can be assigned the same color. If we find a node whose neighbors collectively use all of the available colors, we spill the value to memory. This is extremely simplistic; each time a value is spilled, it changes the interferences of that node in subtle ways. If, during coloring, we are forced to spill a node, we can finish the coloring, but then we must start over again by rebuilding the interference graph and coloring this new graph. In some sense, the introduction of spill code changes the "shape" of the code, and we have to redo all of the analysis and work. In general, we only rebuild the interference graph two or three times before we can color it without adding more spill code.

The register allocation problem, then, is not in finding the minimum number of colors for the interference graph, but, rather, inserting the minimum amount of spill code necessary to color the graph with a fixed and finite number of colors. At any point in the coloring process, there may be a number of nodes in the graph that cannot be colored. If some of these nodes are adjacent, spilling one may actually allow its neighbor to receive a color. Thus, the problem becomes one of minimizing spill code.

This is complicated by the fact that each node may have a different spill cost. Remember that nodes in the interference graph represent values, but there is no indication, for example, of how many times that value is used in the program. Since the goal of register allocation is to minimize the number of extra instructions – in the form of spill code – executed by the program, care must be taken when deciding which node to spill.

The problem of finding the smallest number of colors is NP complete [1, 39], as is the problem of finding a coloring for a fixed number of colors. Thus, register allocation must rely on heuristic solutions to solve the problem. Because the graph-coloring problem is not an exact match to register allocation, there is little in the literature on graph coloring applicable to register allocation. As a result, Chaitin et al.'s original work has undergone numerous reformulations, many of them resulting in significant improvements to the amount of spill code inserted.
2.5 The Briggs allocator

We will concentrate on the Briggs allocator in this thesis, because it is widely used and its implementation is clearly laid out in Briggs’ own dissertation [7]. As a result, we can be confident that other researchers could expect to replicate our results.

In the Briggs allocator, there are seven steps, as shown in Figure 2.1.\(^1\) The following is a short synopsis of each step.

- **renumber** renames values into live range names, by first converting to SSA form [22] and then unioning values that appear as parameters in a $\phi$-function.

- **build** constructs the interference graph.

- **coalesce** coalesces copies. It rebuilds the interference graph and tries to coalesce more copies until no more copies are coalesced.

- **spill costs** estimates the cost of spilling each live range.

- **simplify** removes nodes from the interference graph, putting them onto a stack as they are removed. This phase is critical to the final code quality, because removing the nodes in the wrong order can cause the graph to be more difficult to color and/or increase the amount of spill code required.

- **select** chooses colors for all the live ranges on the stack created during the simplify phase and marks any nodes that do not receive a color as needing to be spilled.

---

**Figure 2.1** A flowgraph of the Briggs allocator

\(^1\)This picture is somewhat simplified, but accurate for purposes of exposition.
• **spill code** inserts spill instructions to spill the nodes so identified in the **select** phase.

This is the allocator on which we ran all of the experiments in the rest of this thesis. We chose not to include some recent enhancements such as George and Appel’s iterated copy coalescing [24] and Bergner et al.’s interference-region spilling [5], because we are not confident that they have received widespread implementation as yet. When we explain our results, we will mention how some of these enhancements might affect those results.

### 2.6 Previous work

Register allocation is a significant part of the compilation process. The quality of the effort put into the register allocator defines, in large measure, the quality of the code produced by the compiler. However, graph coloring as a paradigm for register allocation has two significant drawbacks. The first is that graph coloring is NP complete. Thus, we have to rely on a conglomeration of heuristics to do a “good” job of allocation. The second flaw is related to the first; the general graph coloring problem is an imperfect analogy to the problem of register allocation.

Despite this, there has been a plethora of research associated with improving the performance of register allocation. The following are some of the highlights.

Chaitin et al. built the first working register allocator based on graph-coloring in 1981 [16]. Chaitin published a single-author paper the following year describing the heuristics used to direct more efficient spilling than the original formulation. In 1989, Briggs, Cooper, Kennedy, and Torczon modified the coloring heuristic to be optimistic instead of pessimistic [9]. Further enhancements by this team resulted in still more improvements to spilling such as live-range splitting and rematerialization [7, 11].

More recent work of particular interest includes George and Appel’s work on iterated register coalescing, in which they attempt to reduce the register pressure by folding copy operations during the **simplify** phase of the compiler [24]. Their ideas seem to be only efficacious in specific contexts, and may not be significantly helpful in general. Our implementation of their algorithm suggested that its improvements occur mainly in an environment of a high proportion of copy instructions relative to the total number of instructions in the program and using an allocator which does not have some of Briggs et al.’s improvements, such as rematerialization [10]. On the other hand, Bergner et al.’s work on interference-region spilling seems to provide
substantial decreases in the amount of spill code the allocator described by Briggs inserts [5].

Some research has modified or even rejected the paradigm of graph coloring to perform allocation. In 1984, Chow and Hennessy described an algorithm they call priority-based coloring that relies on heuristically splitting live ranges [18]. 1991 saw the publication of an algorithm by Callahan and Koblenz that seeks to choose the best spills by dividing the problem into pieces based on the loop structure of the CFG, and then combining the results of applying their algorithm to the different pieces [13]. In 1992, Probsting and Fischer published their “probabilistic” allocation algorithm, that separates local and global allocation and seeks to minimize spill code by using their own technique for allocation – choosing which values to put into registers – and using graph-coloring for assignment – choosing specific registers to put each value already designated as receiving a register [37].

Bernstein et al. went further, not being satisfied with the uncertain performance of any particular heuristic [6]. Instead, they implemented three different heuristics into their allocator. At each iteration, they tested each of the three and chose the one that inserted the least spill code.

It is difficult to compare the efficacy of these techniques against each other, partly because of the immense effort required to implement each one, and partly because these techniques sometimes favor particular hardware configurations, code shape (such as George and Appel’s environment of many copy instructions), etc.

2.7 Our experiments

In our experiments, we use a test suite of 169 routines, including code based on Forsythe et al.’s book on numerical methods [23], the SPEC ’90 benchmarks [40], and the SPEC ’95 benchmarks [41]. The SPEC ’95 benchmarks have been transformed by the insertion of advisory prefetch instructions intended to improve cache behavior [35], and this transformation has the impact of increasing the register requirements in those routines. Out of the suite of 169 routines, 59 required some amount of spill code, and it is on these 59 routines that our results are generated.

The back-end of our compiler is a translator from ILOC to C code, that we then compile with Sun’s cc compiler. This back-end design allows us to modify the parameters of the abstract target machine while instrumenting the code to give us valuable insights into the execution of the code. All codes in our test suite were extensively
optimized before being applied to the various register and memory allocations in this thesis.

Our machine model is based on a 64-register architecture (32 general-purpose registers and 32 floating-point registers) with instruction costs of two machine cycles for memory operations and a single cycle for all others. This instruction-cost model comes from the example of Briggs [7]. It is a reasonable generalization of the complicated question of memory-access times and tries to average the effect of multi-level caches, scheduling to hide latency, etc.

In the following chapter, we examine the implementation of an idea that showed promise, only to receive moderate benefit. In Chapter 4, we show a small modification to Briggs' original spill-code-insertion algorithm that can have a sizable impact on the running time, but, because of the complexity of the problem, escaped detection until now. In Chapter 5, we examine the spill code that gets produced by the allocator and suggest some uses of that information. Finally, in Chapter 6, we explore the ramifications of giving the allocator explicit control over some portion of on-chip memory in order to reduce the runtime impact of spill code.
Chapter 3

Removing Unproductive Spills

3.1 Introduction

A fundamental flaw with graph-coloring register allocation is that the allocator makes its decisions based on a simple model of the program that provides little insight into geographical locality. That is, the interference graph encodes whether or not two values are simultaneously live, but not how they coexist. For example, if two values, $v_1$ and $v_2$, interfere, the interference graph cannot tell us at which points in the program they interfere.

The lack of geographical information can cause the register allocator to make incorrect decisions when choosing a value to spill. Consider the example in Figure 3.1. When two live ranges, $r_1$ and $r_2$, overlap, one of two cases can occur. In the first case, the live range of $r_1$ completely encloses the live range of $r_2$; that is, the birth of $r_1$ occurs before the birth of $r_2$, and the death of $r_1$ occurs after the death of $r_2$, and there are no uses of $r_1$'s value within the range enclosed by $r_2$. In the second case, the live range of $r_2$ also encloses some use (including, perhaps, the last use) of $r_1$.

In the first case, spilling $r_2$ instead of $r_1$ does not reduce the number of $r_1$'s interferences. Indeed, the number of interferences goes up, because spilling a value creates multiple small live ranges, each of which continues to interfere with $r_1$.

Cooper and Simpson propose a splitting method to handle this problem [21]. Each time the register allocator needs to spill a value, it checks to see if it would be cheaper to spill the entire live range or split that live range into smaller pieces, some of which will be able to be colored and so will not have to be spilled. Unfortunately, their algorithm also requires the use of a square bit matrix in place of the triangular bit matrix recommended by Chaitin, potentially causing a significant increase in the amount of memory required to perform allocation.
3.2 The algorithm

We propose a less aggressive transformation that would run as a follow-up to register allocation. In this method, we propose identifying values that were spilled by the allocator that can be "promoted" to a register. The algorithm, which only works on single basic blocks, is shown in Figure 3.2.

At each block, we will initialize two sets, the currently live set, which tracks variables that are live as we walk backwards through the block, and the candidates set, which holds the list of loads from spill locations that we have encountered without yet encountering the corresponding store. At each instruction, we remove from currently live the list of registers defined by the operation (since they are no longer live above this point), and add into the set the registers used in the instruction. If the size of the currently live set reaches the number of registers available to be allocated, \( k \), we clear the candidates set, since we will not be able to promote any of those spill instructions. If we find a store to a spill memory location and that location is in the candidates set, then we can try to promote the spill, as shown in the algorithm in Figure 3.3.

To promote a value from spill memory, we need to find a register that is unused between the store to the spill location and the load from it. From the previous discussion, we know that the register pressure is always at least one less than \( k \), but
build pruned SSA form and def-use chains; preserve the liveness analysis
create the candidates and currently_live sets
for each block b:
    clear the candidates set
    initialize the currently_live set with live_out[a]
    for each instruction, i in a backwards walk over k:
        if sizeof(currently_live) == k:
            erase the candidates set
        if i is a load from spill memory:
            add the spill location to the candidates set
        if i is a store to spill memory:
            if the spill location is in the candidates set:
                promote the candidate
            remove all of the definitions in i from currently_live
        add all of the uses in i to currently_live

Figure 3.2 Algorithm for single-block spill promotion

that does not mean that a particular register is always unused in this region. To find
an unused register, we will walk forward from the store until we hit the corresponding
load, keeping track of which registers are defined and used between the two spill
instructions. To start, we create a new set, available, that we initialize with the
members of currently_live. We then take the complement of this set, giving us the
registers that are not currently in use. In a forward walk between the store and the
load, we remove from available any register that is either defined or used. When
we reach the load, anything left in available is a register unused between the load
and the store. Now, we try to minimize the support code we will need, so we first
check to see if the register stored into memory is free - if not, we will have to insert
a copy instruction immediately following the store to copy the value into some other
register. We next try to use the value defined by the load from the spill location - if
this is a member of available, we will not have to insert a copy operation to replace
the load, since the value will be in the correct register for subsequent use. If neither
of those registers is in available, we choose any name and insert the appropriate
code.
Regardless, the load can always be removed. If the load is the only use of the memory location defined by the store, the store, too, can be removed. We can tell this by looking at the def-use list for the memory location; if it has only one element in the list, we can remove the store.

We can modify this algorithm to run on extended basic blocks. If a block, \( b_j \), has a single predecessor, \( b_i \), we know that any values flowing out of \( b_i \) will reach \( b_j \). This is in contrast to the situation if \( b_j \) has multiple predecessors, say \( b_h \) and \( b_k \). In this case, we may not be able to tell if a value in \( b_j \) flowed from \( b_h \) or from \( b_k \). As Figure 3.4 shows, a block with multiple successors can nonetheless be part of many extended basic blocks. We can use extended basic blocks to increase the length of the instruction stream we can examine to look for spill promotion.

The expanded algorithm works in a similar fashion to the previous algorithm, except that the backward walk potentially continues through multiple blocks. Each time we enter a new block during this walk, we union together the currently live

```plaintext
\begin{verbatim}
copy currently_live into available
complement available
for each instruction j in a forward walk starting at i:
  remove all of the uses in j from available
  if j is the load corresponding to i:
    break out of the loop
  remove all of the definitions in j from available
if the register, r, stored from in i is a member of available:
  replace j with a copy from r to the value defined by j
else if the register, s, loaded into in j is a member of available:
  add a copy from r to s immediately following i
  remove j
else pick some register, t, from available:
  add a copy from r to t immediately following i
  replace j with a copy from t to s
  if j is the only use of the spill location defined by i:
    remove i
\end{verbatim}
```

\textbf{Figure 3.3} Algorithm for promoting the spill

\footnote{Instructions in a single basic block would always be part of an extended basic block if we made each instruction its own node in the CFG.}
Control-Flow Graph

Extended Basic Blocks
(Naive Traversal Order)

**Figure 3.4** Example of extended basic blocks
set and the live.out set of the new block. Also, when we find a register into which we
can promote the spill, we need to add that name into the live.out sets of all blocks
encountered in the walk through the extended basic block except the starting block.
Figure 3.4 shows the naive traversal order of our algorithm. As a speed improvement,
we can stop the walk and move onto the next extended basic block when we leave the
first block in the extended basic block and the candidates set clears. Further, each
time we promote a spill, we remove the load from the spill location's def-use chains.
If this list empties, we can then remove the store.

3.3 Experimental results

As we alluded at the end of the Chapter 1, the results of applying this algorithm were
disappointing. Of fifty-nine routines into which the allocator inserts spill code, our
algorithm only affected nine routines in the case of the single-block algorithm, and
ten routines in the case of the extended basic block algorithm. The overall running
time of the routines in all cases was reduced by less than one percent.

The numbers are shown in Figure 3.1. The first two columns of numbers are the
number of cycles required just for spill operations. We estimate that each load and
store of a value will require two cycles. The final column gives a percentage speedup
of promotion over the allocator's code. Clearly, the extended basic block method
provides greater reward; in all routines except supp, it provides at least a one percent
improvement. In the case of supp, we see that the order in which the blocks are
taken in the extended basic block algorithm is important – similar algorithms often
benefit from attacking the blocks according to their nesting depth to offer the most
opportunities to the most expensive spills.

While the overall running time of the code was only minimally affected, this
experiment was not a complete failure. We have shown that the allocator does insert
unnecessary spills that can be located and promoted, and the impact on running
time may actually be more noticeable on specific machines – that is, by reducing
the number of memory operations, we reduce the demand on a processor’s memory
system, which can have significant impact.

3.4 Future work

The primary reason why the overall running time of this program was unaffected was
that, too often, we needed to copy the promoted value into a temporary register –
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine Name</th>
<th>Original Memory Cycles</th>
<th>Memory Cycles After Promotion</th>
<th>Improved Original</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>twldrv</td>
<td>60,675,108</td>
<td>59,921,412</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf4</td>
<td>3,651,250</td>
<td>3,543,300</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb4</td>
<td>3,632,200</td>
<td>3,524,250</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf5</td>
<td>2,159,000</td>
<td>2,114,550</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb2</td>
<td>2,057,400</td>
<td>2,019,300</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf2</td>
<td>2,019,300</td>
<td>1,981,200</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb5</td>
<td>1,905,000</td>
<td>1,866,900</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supp</td>
<td>744,464</td>
<td>738,752</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomp</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Single Basic Block Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine Name</th>
<th>Original Memory Cycles</th>
<th>Memory Cycles After Promotion</th>
<th>Improved Original</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>twldrv</td>
<td>60,675,108</td>
<td>59,627,004</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf4</td>
<td>3,651,250</td>
<td>3,479,800</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb4</td>
<td>3,632,200</td>
<td>3,467,100</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf5</td>
<td>2,159,000</td>
<td>2,038,350</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb2</td>
<td>2,057,400</td>
<td>1,974,850</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf2</td>
<td>2,019,300</td>
<td>1,943,100</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb5</td>
<td>1,905,000</td>
<td>1,803,400</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supp</td>
<td>744,464</td>
<td>740,656</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomp</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rfft1</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extended Basic Block Results

Table 3.1  Results of spill promotion
the register unused between the store and the load — and then copy it again from
the temporary register into the register defined by the load. Because we are adding
two single-cycle operations and usually only removing a single two-cycle memory
operation, the running time of the code did not decrease.

However, we know that there is a register free across the region between the two
spill instructions. We also know that we save at least one of the two copies we
otherwise put in if the free register is the same one used in the store or the load
instruction. Instead of copying our promoted value into the free register, we can
rewrite instructions in the region between the two spill instructions to use the free
register instead, when those instructions use the register used in the store instruction
or loaded into by the load operation. This would have the effect of freeing up one
or both of the two critical register names, saving us at least one copy — two, if the
register used in the store is the same as the one defined in the load. In the worst case,
we would still need to insert two copies. It would be an interesting experiment to
determine if this algorithm would yield improvement over the one we implemented.

In Figure 3.5, we show an example that compares the implemented algorithm
against this suggested improvement. In the best case, we save two instructions plus
the load, and there should be enough opportunities to reduce the running time of
the procedures in similar percentages to the reduction of memory operations we saw
under the current algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST ⟨SPILL⟩ r1</th>
<th>ST ⟨SPILL⟩ r1</th>
<th>ST ⟨SPILL⟩ r1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r1 =⇒ r2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r1 =⇒ ⋮</td>
<td>r1 =⇒ ⋮</td>
<td>r2 =⇒ ⋮</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD ⟨SPILL⟩ =⇒ r1</td>
<td>(LD operation removed)</td>
<td>(LD operation removed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>r2 Is Unused</th>
<th>Store r1 in r2</th>
<th>Rewrite uses of r1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In The Region</td>
<td>Across The Region</td>
<td>In The Region</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.5** A comparison of the two spill-promotion algorithms
The problem with this idea is that it becomes more expensive to keep the live set up to date as we walk through the block(s) than under the current algorithm. Certainly, one way to manage it would be to recompute the \textit{currently live} set from the bottom of the block each time we modify the code, but this is potentially \textit{very} expensive. Our intuition tells us that we could use a side data structure to record updates to the block, but it will require further work to get the implementation to be both time- and space- efficient.

We began this work attempting to find an alternative algorithm to Cooper and Simpson's live-range splitting that would offer some of the speedups of splitting without the expense of the large containment graph [21]. As a study in the opportunities for spill promotion, this work was a success, but we do not think that this idea would be a competitive alternative to the work presented by Cooper and Simpson.

In the next chapter, we examine an error in an assumption in Briggs' algorithm for inserting spill code. We will show that the solution can offer a large improvement in running time for very little effort.
Chapter 4

Improving Spill Code Insertion

4.1 Introduction

When a graph-coloring register allocator inserts spill code, it typically does something more complex than Chaitin et al.’s original idea of inserting a load before each use of the live range. Instead, the allocator performs a limited amount of local analysis to recognize when only a single load will service several consecutive uses. Chaitin pointed out that, when inserting spill code, there is no need to insert multiple loads before consecutive uses of the same variable if no other variables go dead between those uses [15].

Chaitin’s formulation applies to whole live ranges only. In his thesis, Briggs generalized Chaitin’s idea and allowed the register allocator to consider only a section of a live range contained within a single basic block [7]. Briggs describes three different opportunities to reduce the amount of spill code:

- two (or more) uses of a spilled value that are close together only require a load in front of the first use
- a use that follows closely a definition of that value does not require a reload
- if all uses are close to the definition of a value, the entire live range should not be spilled – such a live range is said to have infinite spill cost

The code to compute these cases is shown in Figure 4.1. There are two main sets, need_load, which tracks uses that require a load instruction, and must_spill, which identifies def-use combinations that have infinite spill cost. The second of these two is only important to computing spill costs, and we ignore it in the code and discussion. Of course, we also have the ubiquitous currently_live set tracking the live values as we move up through the block, as well as spill_set, a list of those values marked for spilling by the select phase of the allocator.
We iterate backwards through the list of the instructions in a block, keeping track of which registers are dead by watching when they become live — that is, when we see a use of a register that is not yet in the `currently_live` set, we know that that is the last use, or `death`, of the register. Whenever we find a death, we add loads for all of the members of the `need_load` set, clearing it afterwards.

```
for each block b in the CFG:
    clear need_load
    copy live out of b into currently_live
in a backwards walk of all instructions i in b:
    /* check for deaths */
    for all uses u in i:
        if u is not a member of currently_live:
            for all members m of need_load:
                insert a load of m
            clear need_load
    /* update the various sets */
    for all defs d in i:
        delete d from need_load
        delete d from currently_live
    for all uses u in i:
        add u to currently_live
        if u is a member spill_set:
            add u to need_load
```

**Figure 4.1** Briggs’ algorithm for spill-code insertion

The intuition behind this is that deaths mark a lessening of register pressure. Alternatively, because we walk backwards through the code, deaths mark the point where register pressure *increases*. Thus, we can safely put off inserting any load until we see an increase in register pressure, as marked by a death.

### 4.2 The problem

Implicit in Briggs’ formulation are the assumptions that the `need_load` set will empty its contents frequently and that there will be very few instructions in any sequence
in which no computation becomes dead. In practice, this assumption usually holds. Occasionally, however, we have seen codes where values persist in the \texttt{need.load} set too long, and wasteful spilling occurs. Figure 4.2 shows an example of how this can happen.

Here, we assume that \( r_{31} \) has been marked for spilling (that is, it is a member of \texttt{spill.set}). During the backward walk, \( r_{31} \) gets added to \texttt{need.load} when we encounter the \texttt{ADD} instruction. We continue walking up through the block, but we do not find any deaths until we hit the top \texttt{MUL} instruction, when \( r_1 \) dies. So, following the algorithm, we empty the \texttt{need.load} set, inserting a load to \( r_{31} \) at this point.

The resultant code will work correctly. However, if the register allocator has to run through another iteration of spilling, the live range created by the new \texttt{LOAD} will not have infinite spill cost as we would expect, and so it is a candidate for further spilling.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{c}
\texttt{MUL} \( r_1 \) \( r_2 \rightarrow r_7 \\
\texttt{MUL} \( r_3 \) \( r_4 \rightarrow r_8 \\
\texttt{MUL} \( r_5 \) \( r_6 \rightarrow r_9 \\
\texttt{ADD} \( r_2 \) \( r_{31} \rightarrow r_{10} \\
\langle...uses of } r_2-r_{10} \ldots\rangle
\end{tabular}
\begin{tabular}{c}
\texttt{MUL} \( r_1 \) \( r_2 \rightarrow r_7 \\
\texttt{LOAD} \langle\texttt{location}\rangle \rightarrow r_{31} \\
\texttt{MUL} \( r_3 \) \( r_4 \rightarrow r_8 \\
\texttt{MUL} \( r_5 \) \( r_6 \rightarrow r_9 \\
\texttt{ADD} \( r_2 \) \( r_{31} \rightarrow r_{10} \\
\langle...uses of } r_2-r_{10} \ldots\rangle
\end{tabular}
\begin{tabular}{c}
\texttt{MUL} \( r_1 \) \( r_2 \rightarrow r_7 \\
\texttt{LOAD} \langle\texttt{newlocation}\rangle \rightarrow r_{31} \\
\texttt{STORE} \langle\texttt{newlocation}\rangle \rightarrow r_{31} \\
\texttt{MUL} \( r_3 \) \( r_4 \rightarrow r_8 \\
\texttt{MUL} \( r_5 \) \( r_6 \rightarrow r_9 \\
\texttt{LOAD} \langle\texttt{newlocation}\rangle \rightarrow r_{31} \\
\texttt{ADD} \( r_2 \) \( r_{31} \rightarrow r_{10} \\
\langle...uses of } r_2-r_{10} \ldots\rangle
\end{tabular}
\end{figure}

\textbf{Figure 4.2} An example showing values persisting in the \texttt{need.load} set too long.

The problem arises when the load instructions inserted for the variables in the \texttt{need.load} set get too far away from the instructions in which the values are used. Under Briggs' formulation, when we finally detect a death, we empty the \texttt{need.load} set, inserting a load for every variable. Every time we spill a value, we create a number of small new live ranges to replace the original live range. Each of these live ranges ought to have infinite spill cost, because it does not make sense to spill a value that
has already been spilled, as that second spilling will not be able to help the coloring of the graph. However, because the spill-code insertion algorithm can place loads of spilled values arbitrarily far from subsequent uses of those values, new live ranges are created that do not have infinite spill cost.

For example, a variable used immediately after it is defined has infinite spill cost. Spilling this value will not reduce register pressure. However, when we insert the loads for the need.load set, there is no guarantee that the new instructions will define their variables immediately before those variables are used.

One solution to this problem would be to keep track of all spill code as it is inserted and automatically give those values a spill cost of infinity. However, this would likely introduce the need for a new data structure, with the concomitant code necessary to maintain the data structure.

To correct this problem, we propose augmenting Briggs’ algorithm with the following simple addition:

When we are emptying the need.load set: for each variable, v, removed from need.load, instead of inserting a load immediately following the current instruction, i, walk forward through the block from i, looking for the first use of v. When that use is found, insert the load of v immediately preceding the instruction containing that use. The new, short live range will have an infinite spill cost and so be barred from being spilled again.

Because a variable, v, is only added to the need.load set when an instruction is found that uses v, this forward walk must terminate. Since no instruction is examined more than twice during the walk – once backwards, and once going forwards while emptying need.load – the asymptotic complexity of the algorithm does not change.

4.3 Experimental results

As in all of the results reported in this thesis, we calculate the number of cycles required to run a routine by assuming that each memory operation takes two cycles, and all other operations take a single cycle.

In our test suite of 169 optimized procedures, only fifty-nine require the register allocator to insert spill code. When we applied the above algorithm to those fifty-nine codes, only six saw a reduction in the execution time compared to the code produced by the allocator without this improvement, and five of those six reported
only a 1% decrease in execution time. However, the sixth of these cases, \texttt{jacu}, had an 8% decrease in execution time.

This improvement to Briggs’ algorithm provides only minimal positive results and never produces negative results. It occasionally provides more substantial improvements. It is trivial to implement, and it does not noticeably affect the running time of the allocator. Note that all of the other experiments reported in this thesis were run with this bug-fix in place.

4.4 Future work

The improvement presented in this chapter addresses only the first of two problems that we found in spill-code insertion. While examining the output from the spill-promotion pass presented in the previous chapter, we noticed that Chaitin’s notion of when to empty the \texttt{need_load} set (to use the model of Briggs’ implementation) was overly conservative. We need only empty some portion of the \texttt{need_load} set if register pressure demands it. Remember that our intuitive justification for inserting a pending load of a spilled value was that deaths caused a lessening of register pressure, ensuring that we could move the load all the way backwards to that point.

However, we can be more certain if we simply use the \texttt{currently_live} set while we perform the backward walk. This allows us to track the actual register pressure, so we can move the load backwards through the block until the total pressure forces us to insert the load. This should have the effect of reducing the ratio of loads/uses for any particular value, and our experiments suggest that it does.

We performed a “proof of concept” experiment by using the spill-promotion code from the previous section. In that algorithm, we matched loads from a spill location to the store to the same location, monitoring the register pressure in the region between the two. In this augmented algorithm, we also looked for two loads from the same spill location and tried to promote the second of these. Note that these numbers were generated using the extended basic block algorithm.

As Table 4.1 shows, there are opportunities for improvement if we remove the superfluous load operations caused by Chaitin’s conservatism. The last column of Table 4.1 shows the total runtime improvement (or degradation, as in the case of \texttt{efill}), while the number in parentheses is the ratio of cycles devoted to memory operations.
However, the correct means of handling the superfluous-loads problem is to prohibit the allocator from inserting unnecessary spill code during allocation, not to add the ability to remove the loads to our algorithm from the previous chapter. This has subtle implications in computing spill costs (and, especially, computing infinite spill costs), and we are still exploring them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine Name</th>
<th>Original Memory Cycles</th>
<th>Memory Cycles After Promotion</th>
<th>Improved Original</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>twldrv</td>
<td>60,675,108</td>
<td>56,833,000</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpppp</td>
<td>37,234,728</td>
<td>31,804,164</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smooth</td>
<td>21,443,202</td>
<td>21,162,962</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>field</td>
<td>6,920,902</td>
<td>6,879,192</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf4</td>
<td>3,651,250</td>
<td>3,181,350</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb4</td>
<td>3,632,200</td>
<td>3,168,650</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efll</td>
<td>2,570,138</td>
<td>2,333,902</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf5</td>
<td>2,159,000</td>
<td>1,778,000</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb2</td>
<td>2,057,400</td>
<td>1,835,150</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf2</td>
<td>2,019,300</td>
<td>1,809,750</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb5</td>
<td>1,905,000</td>
<td>1,619,250</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supp</td>
<td>744,464</td>
<td>729,232</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subb</td>
<td>547,680</td>
<td>527,520</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ddeflu</td>
<td>25,4760</td>
<td>242,508</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>saturr</td>
<td>17,360</td>
<td>17,248</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>svd</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>1,724</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decomp</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rffil</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 Results of spill promotion that include load-load promotions

In the next chapter, we will look at some theoretical benefits of cleaning up the spill code that the allocator inserts.
Chapter 5

Coloring Spill Memory

5.1 Introduction

Once the allocator has finished, we may still be able to improve the resulting allocation.

If multiple values are spilled, either on the same iteration or on different iterations of the allocator, Briggs’ algorithm creates new spill locations for each value. It does not attempt to determine if the next value to be spilled can be spilled into a spill address that has already been used.

When the register allocator decides to spill two values, it might not be able to tell if the same spill location can be used to hold both values. If the two values interfere, then they obviously cannot be spilled to the same location. But remember that the allocation process requires multiple iterations of building the interference graph. Any spill locations used by a previous iteration cannot be reused under the algorithm supplied by Briggs, since spill locations are not built into the interference graph.

This problem of finding the most efficient use of spill memory is referred to as memory allocation by Briggs [7]. He points out that a number of factors have reduced interest in optimizing memory allocation, including ubiquitous large memories, separate compilation, and stack-based allocation, which recycles memory in a natural way. However, more emphasis is now being given to compiling for DSP chips. These chips often have concerns not found in commodity microprocessors which require readdressing the problem of memory allocation, such as limited memory environments which support, for example, auto-increment/auto-decrement addressing modes [29].

As we have said, the majority of the memory accesses cannot be analyzed by the register allocator, but the spill code that the allocator itself inserts is an exception. We can perform some analysis and optimization on the memory used for spill code.

We can think of a spill location as its own live range, with the value stored in memory instead of a register. When the interference graph is built, we can take into account these new live ranges as well, and when choosing a spill location, see if the
value to be spilled interferes with any of these spill locations. If not, we can reuse a spill location for the spilled value.

We propose, however, compressing the spill memory in a separate pass after the register allocator has completed. The reason is twofold. First, the graph-coloring register allocator is an extremely complicated piece of code already, made so by the many different names that a value can take on during the course of allocation. Adding yet another level of complexity would be overly burdensome. Second, we show in our study of interference graphs [20] that any increase in the number of variables used to build the interference graph results in a nonlinear increase in the size of the interference graph and the time required to manipulate it, so it pays to move this analysis to a pass separate from the allocator itself. Note that we will only be changing the addresses in the load and store operations used for spilling, not the placement of those operations, so a post-pass will not change any assumptions made by the allocator.

The algorithm for compressing spill memory is analogous to the algorithm for allocating registers. First, each memory location is its own live range, and the interference graph is built using these as nodes. Edges between nodes, as for register values, indicate when two memory locations are in use at the same time. We then color the graph, although we are not limited to a finite number of memory locations. Instead of reducing the graph by pulling out any node with degree less than $k$, we push onto the coloring stack all nodes with the lowest current degree. This continues until all nodes have been removed. We then assign colors – in this case, memory locations – to the nodes. Each time we find a node for which there are no available colors, we increase the number of colors by one and assign that node the new color.

5.2 Experimental results

The register allocator inserts spill code into fifty-nine of the 169 routines in our test suite. Of these, coloring the spill memory locations as described results in a reduction of spill memory required in thirty-seven of those routines. Table 5.1 shows the amount of memory reduction. Each entry shows the number of bytes of spill memory required before and after compaction and the percentage difference between the compacted and uncompacted memory requirements. Overall, approximately 75% of the routines require less than one kilobyte of memory to hold the spills.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine Name</th>
<th>Bytes Original</th>
<th>Bytes Final</th>
<th>Final Original</th>
<th>Routine Name</th>
<th>Bytes Original</th>
<th>Bytes Final</th>
<th>Final Original</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>twldrv.i</td>
<td>12,024</td>
<td>10,376</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>sattr.i</td>
<td>976</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpppp.i</td>
<td>9,712</td>
<td>2,976</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>radb3.i</td>
<td>928</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desecco.i</td>
<td>6,536</td>
<td>5,824</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>radf3.i</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erhs.i</td>
<td>4,512</td>
<td>4,136</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>smooth.i</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>field.i</td>
<td>3,856</td>
<td>1,416</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>advbnd.i</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaccl.i</td>
<td>3,728</td>
<td>3,536</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>radb2.i</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rhs.i</td>
<td>3,544</td>
<td>2,888</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>ddeflu.i</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parmtv.i</td>
<td>2,656</td>
<td>2,472</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>radf2.i</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacu.i</td>
<td>2,368</td>
<td>2,328</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>vslv1p.i</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radbg.i</td>
<td>2,296</td>
<td>976</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>vslv1x.i</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radfig.i</td>
<td>2,112</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>efill.i</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supp.i</td>
<td>1,584</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>colbur.i</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb5.i</td>
<td>1,472</td>
<td>704</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>svd.i</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf5.i</td>
<td>1,456</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>tomcatv.i</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf4.i</td>
<td>1,328</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>dyeh.i</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb4.i</td>
<td>1,320</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>getb.i</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subb.i</td>
<td>1,312</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>pubb.i</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parmov.i</td>
<td>1,168</td>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>parmv.1i</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>49,888</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.68</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.1** Spill Memory Requirements and Compaction
5.3 Future work

This procedure is useful not only for the study of how much spill memory is actually being used (which is a result we will use in the next chapter), but also because any machine with short and long addressing modes might be able to increase the number or effect of short spill instructions – one might want to put more expensive spills in nearby memory and less expensive ones farther away, for example. In such machines, it is often the case that the instructions that access nearby memory are smaller [43]. Thus, to reduce code size, we would want to put the highest frequency spill or load from a particular address in nearby memory. Alternatively, some architectures offer a smaller, more-efficient memory operation that relies on consecutive memory accesses [29, 30]. In this case, we might want to try to group geographically close spill instructions in adjacent memory locations, perhaps by marking these nearby operations as partners, similar to Briggs et al.’s notion [11]. Even on chips that rely on a hardware-controlled cache, this might have interesting benefits, by allowing us to pack multiple spilled values into the same cache line and so reduce the number of conflicts.
Chapter 6

Compiler-Controlled Memory

Optimizations aimed at reducing the impact of memory operations on execution speed have long concentrated on improving cache performance. These efforts achieve limited success for a number of reasons, not the least of which is that the compiler has imperfect control over the contents of the cache. This is due to two factors: first, the hardware controls the cache, not the compiler, and, second, the compiler cannot always determine how memory will be accessed by the code it is compiling.

There is an exception to this rule. During the register allocation phase, the compiler must often insert substantial amounts of spill code; that is, instructions that move values from registers to memory and back again. Because the compiler itself inserts these memory instructions, it has more knowledge about them than other memory operations in the program.

Spill-code operations are disjoint from the memory manipulations required by the workings of the program being compiled, and, indeed, the two interfere in the cache. In this chapter, we propose a hardware solution to the problem of increased spill costs—a small compiler-controlled memory (CCM) to handle spilled values. We suggest working with chip designers to include a direct-mapped memory space under the exclusive control of the compiler. This memory space would be used to service the memory traffic inserted by the register allocation phase of the compiler. The instructions to access it are quite simple; they can easily fit within most instruction sets. Of course, some chips, notably DSP’s, already have small, disjoint memories that can be used for this purpose; our algorithms would be immediately applicable for these architectures.

We will present two compiler algorithms to show how to exploit this memory, and we will show that the speedups achieved are sizable.
6.1 Introduction

To an outside observer, the DSP microprocessor market appears to be a breeding ground for architectural innovations. These machines change quite rapidly; new features appear with each generation. The best of these features persist; some even make it into commodity microprocessors.

Some DSP chips have a small, fast, on-chip memory that the programmer can use to improve access times. These on-chip memories are not caches; instead, they are located in a disjoint address space. This simplifies their implementation by eliminating any need for relating on-chip memory addresses to off-chip memory addresses, for associative lookup, and for automatic replacement. Instead, the designers make the programmer responsible for moving data between main memory and the on-chip memory in a timely and efficient way.

In this chapter, we present an alternative use for a small portion of this on-chip memory—as a holding place for spilled values, CCM. Our scheme has several advantages. Using CCM for spills should shorten spill latencies and let the scheduler place the load for a spilled value next to its use—speeding up execution and shortening the live range created for the spilled value. Using CCM for spills should reduce the required bandwidth between the compiler and main memory. If the system also has a cache memory, spilling to CCM should eliminate cache pollution introduced by spill operations—loads and stores that can interfere directly with the cache behavior “planned” by high-level, compiler-based transformations that exploit locality caused by regular accesses in loop nests [14, 44, 19].

We should reiterate that this work is narrowly focused on spill-code insertion during register allocation. It has similarities to the idea of register promotion [31], and, indeed, such techniques would benefit from using CCM as well. Because of the similarity in ideas, we have chosen to call the following methods spill promotion—in both cases, we are taking a value from slow memory and moving it into faster memory.

While we originally conceived of this scheme as a way to make automatic use of some portion of the CCM on a DSP chip, our experiments suggest that the improvements may be large enough to justify adding a small CCM to a commodity microprocessor. To assess the reasonableness of this idea, we need to address three questions.

1. What kind of hardware support would be required?
2. How would the register allocator manage the CCM?
3. How large would the CCM need to be?

This rest of this chapter presents our vision for CCM. Section 6.2 describes our assumptions about the underlying hardware, discusses why register spilling is problematic, and suggests why a CCM is a better solution than simply using the existing cache memory. Section 6.3 describes how to build a stand-alone CCM-allocator that runs as a post-pass to the compiler, and how to fit a CCM scheme into the spill-code insertion phase of a Briggs allocator. Section 6.4 presents experimental results that show the kind of improvements that should be expected from the use of CCM and the amount of CCM required by programs in our test suite.

Finally, we must reiterate that our techniques should be directly applicable on some current DSP chips. These microprocessors and microcontrollers already have on-chip memories that are not caches; these systems expect the applications programmer to explicitly manage transfers into and out of these small, fast memories. On such systems, our results suggest a style of programming where the application programmer cedes the bottom 1 KB of on-chip memory to the compiler, which uses it to implement CCM-style spilling.\(^3\)

### 6.2 Background

In this section, we look at the hardware requirements and some motivations for using the CCM. From the point of view of the compiler writer, these topics are interrelated; not only have we identified a problem that we can solve, but we also have to be able to show that the impact on the architecture is within limits of feasibility. Only in the context of these two aspects of the problem will our software solution have meaning.

#### 6.2.1 Hardware requirements

Our scheme has modest hardware requirements.\(^4\) The primary requirement is a small on-chip memory, the CCM. Conceptually, the CCM should sit in its own address space, accessible through special instructions that move data between the CCM and the register set. Access to CCM should be fast, with the results available for use

---

\(^3\)These chips often have a single, dedicated processor, so context-switching is not an issue.

\(^4\)According to Upton et al., a 1 KB cache is negligible [42].
on the next cycle. For each class of registers (e.g., floating-point registers or general purpose registers), a pair of instructions

\[
\text{spill } \langle \text{offset} \rangle, r_i \quad \text{CCM}[\langle \text{offset} \rangle] \Rightarrow r_i \\
\text{restore } r_j, \langle \text{offset} \rangle \quad r_j \Rightarrow \text{CCM}[\langle \text{offset} \rangle]
\]

will suffice. Other applications for CCM may find uses for more complex addressing modes. For our purposes, these absolute addresses are not only sufficient, but desirable.

If the compiler can assume that the system runs only one process, the CCM can be simple and small—on the order of 1 KB. In a multi-tasked environment, the CCM should be larger and slightly more complex. To handle multiple processes, we would want to add a system-controlled base register to provide each process with its own small region within CCM. This would allow the system to avoid copying CCM contents to main memory on context switches. Still, we expect that a CCM of 16 KB to 32 KB would be more than adequate.

### 6.2.2 The impact of spilling on the cache

A modern microprocessor presents the compiler with a complex set of challenges. To achieve a reasonably large fraction of the processor’s peak performance, the compiler must both keep multiple, pipelined functional units busy, and arrange memory accesses in an order that creates good cache locality.

- To keep the pipelines busy, the compiler must ensure that an instruction is ready to execute on each functional unit at each cycle. This requires careful instruction scheduling. It also requires that the operands of each instruction be available, in registers, at the start of the appropriate cycle.

- To improve cache locality, the compiler must reorder and rearrange loop iterations. The “heroic” transformations that “block” loops for locality introduce new overhead computations; they also rewrite some memory references into register references.

Both problems increase the demand for registers and provoke the register allocator to spill more values to memory.

Register spills are problematic for two reasons. First, they add load, stores, and address computations to the program, each of which must be scheduled, fetched, and
executed. Second, they perturb the behavior of the data cache(s) and increase memory bandwidth requirements. Both effects are complicated by the fact that allocation occurs quite late in compilation; the transformations that block for cache and register locality cannot see the spills to account for their impact.

6.2.3 Why not just use the cache for spilling?

Most modern microprocessors use cache memories as a tool to bridge the expanding gap between the speed of main memory and the speed of the processor [46]. At any point in time, a processor's cache holds a mapped subset of the address space that includes main memory. Hardware mechanisms adjust both the contents of cache and the mapping between cache locations and main memory locations as programs execute [26]. Cache systems combined with transformations developed by the compiler community have been reasonably effective at bridging the gap between memory speed and processor speed [33]. Unfortunately, spill code inserted in the last stages of compilation can disrupt the compiler's carefully planned sequence of memory accesses.

From a performance perspective, the cache's importance lies in one fact: a memory reference to an element already in the cache takes much less time than a reference to an element not in the cache. A reference that "hits" the cache typically completes in a single cycle, while a reference that "misses" takes five to ten cycles on a uniprocessor machine, and as long as hundreds of cycles in a distributed memory multiprocessor [28, 36, 32, 2, 4]. This difference in access time has a strong impact on the performance of individual programs. Accordingly, much recent research in compilation has been directed at techniques that improve the likelihood of references hitting in the cache. Most of this work falls into two major categories.\(^5\)

**Blocking** These transformations rearrange and reorder the iterations of a loop nest in an attempt to move multiple references to a single location closer in time (temporal locality) or they attempt to move references to adjacent memory locations closer in time (spatial locality) [44, 14, 45].

\(^5\)A third approach, streaming was used on the 8800. Here, the compiler would load values from memory to registers, bypassing the cache, and then write them into an array that modeled the cache. This gave the compiler fairly precise control over the contents of cache by largely avoiding instructions that could cause a replacement. The control came at the expense of doubling the amount of data movement. [34].
Prefetching These transformations require hardware support in the form of an advisory prefetch instruction [13, 26]. The compiler inserts a prefetch instruction well in advance of a memory reference that it believes will miss the cache, causing the hardware to pre-load the location into cache [35, 13].

McKinley and Temam studied the actual memory behavior of a suite of scientific programs [33]. They discovered that blocking and prefetching are effective in reducing the running time of programs; at the same time, they note that there remains room for improvement.

In McKinley and Temam’s study, nearly twenty-five percent of all memory references are scalar, rather than array, values. In both blocking and prefetching, the compiler analyzes the program and tries to predict the run-time behavior of the cache. The compiler bases its transformations on those predictions. The analysis and prediction techniques rely on an implicit assumption that all accesses are exposed to the analysis; they also tend to focus on repeated references to arrays. When scalar references conflict with the cache behavior “planned” by the compiler in either blocking or prefetching, they reduce the impact of those transformations.

While McKinley and Temam do not report the percentage of references that are inserted by the register allocator, we do know that every spill is a scalar reference. Other papers have addressed the issue of reducing programmer-inserted scalar references [14, 17]. In this chapter, we address the issue of reducing compiler-inserted scalar references. In some ways, these compiler-inserted references are more insidious: since spills are inserted in the final stages of compilation, the earlier transformations cannot see them, analyze them, plan for them, or eliminate them.

Our proposal for a small, fast, compiler-controlled memory would eliminate much of the unplanned disruption caused by spill code. The following sections focus on the software support needed to utilize the CCM for spilling. We present two different ways that a compiler-writer could handle CCM spilling and present experimental evidence that suggests the effect of adopting this collaborative hardware/software scheme.

### 6.3 Software implementation

The software support required to use CCM for spilling can take several forms. To explore our ideas, we built two different implementations: a post-pass CCM allocator that operates after “normal” register allocation, and a register allocator that directly
generates CCM spills. As we will see in Section 6.4, the two approaches produce different results.

### 6.3.1 A post-pass CCM allocator

In the post-pass CCM allocator, the output of the register allocator is fed into the CCM allocator. The CCM allocator is a simplified Briggs allocator [7] with a few significant changes.

The CCM allocator focuses on spill locations rather than data values in registers. It runs after register allocation, so all decisions about which live ranges to keep in registers have already been finalized. Instead, the task of the CCM allocator is to discover some subset of the spilled values that can be safely and profitably relocated to CCM. Thus, instead of building SSA form for values as is typical, the CCM allocator builds an SSA form for the memory locations that hold spills. It uses addresses as symbolic names and builds the analog of live-range names from that base set of symbolic names.

In this spill-location allocator, the notion of “liveness” changes. A spill location, $m$, is “live” at some point, $p$, in a program if there exists an execution path from $p$ to an instruction that loads from $m$. Thus, $m$ is live at $p$ if it might be loaded again after $p$ executes. A memory location $m$ is “defined” when the program stores a value into $m$. It is “used” when the program loads a value from $m$. The CCM allocator uses these new definitions to compute the corresponding analog of liveness information for spill locations. The liveness information is used, in turn, to build an interference graph that shows when two spill locations can and cannot share a single memory location (in main memory or in CCM).

The CCM allocator does not generate new spills. Rather, it redirects some subset of the existing spills into a size-limited CCM. When it discovers that the spills for a particular value will not fit into CCM, it simply leaves the original spill code intact. This causes the spills for that value to remain in main memory, producing a heavyweight spill rather than a CCM spill. The result is conservative, but safe.

Traditional register allocators are intraprocedural in nature—that is, they treat individual procedures as independent entities. When a traditional register allocator allocates memory to hold a spilled value, it typically places that spilled value in the activation record of the active procedure. Thus, allocation decisions for spill locations can be made independently in different procedures. With CCM, the situation changes.
Since CCM is a global resource, shared across the whole program, the CCM allocator must adopt some interprocedural conventions on the use of CCM.

Two distinct strategies make sense. First, the allocator can avoid the problem by limiting CCM spilling to values that are not live across any call site. These values will never be in CCM when another procedure is active, so their use of CCM cannot conflict with any other procedure. Second, the allocator can coordinate the use of CCM across procedures to avoid potential conflicts. This requires information about the use of CCM by other procedures in the program; this strategy makes the most sense in a post-pass CCM allocator that runs at link-time.

Our implementation of the post-pass CCM allocator can use either strategy. In the absence of interprocedural information, it adopts the conservative strategy and allocates only values that are not live across calls to CCM spill locations. If interprocedural information is available, it performs allocation in a bottom-up walk over the call graph. That is, it processes all routines reachable from procedure $p$ before considering $p$. After it processes a procedure $q$, it records, for each call to $q$, the amount of CCM that $q$ uses. When allocating for $p$, the CCM allocator can then use any location for a value that is not live across the call, but must use a location higher than $q$'s high-water mark for values that are live across the call to $q$.

If the call graph contains cycles, corresponding to recursion, the CCM allocator behaves conservatively. It marks each procedure in the cycle as using the full CCM.

The algorithm is shown in Figure 6.1. After building the supporting data-flow analyses such as liveness and SSA for the spill memory positions, we build the interference graph. We perform coloring in a similar way to register allocation, except that when the graph contains only nodes of high degree, we simply remove the cheapest from the graph, allowing it to remain as a heavyweight spill instruction, and proceed.\footnote{Any remaining heavyweight spill instructions should have their spill locations updated so that they are packed tightly together and, as a result, use the least memory necessary; indeed, the interference graph already built can be used to compact the memory.} Note that, unlike the register allocator, we only need one pass of coloring for each subroutine.

To select a specific location in CCM, the post-pass allocator uses the same algorithm that the Briggs allocator uses to pick a spill location in main memory. It starts at the beginning of CCM and tries successive locations until it finds one that will work—that is, a location not used by any interference-graph neighbor of the spilled value. Here, the "beginning" of this search space is the maximum of the CCM usage
of the set of subroutines across which the spilled value is live. We manage this issue by creating an array of integers that corresponds to spill locations; a pass over the code uses the live sets at subroutine calls to compute the appropriate “beginning” address for each spill location.

6.3.2 CCM allocation during spill-code insertion

To incorporate CCM spilling into the “normal” register allocator, we must make the CCM locations visible in the allocation process. The allocator assigns an abstract name and extends its data-flow analysis to include the CCM names. Thus, CCM locations appear in the interference graph alongside live ranges of program values. On the initial pass through the register allocator, the CCM locations have no interferences. At the end of the first allocation pass, the act of inserting spill code that uses CCM locations will create spans over which they are live. This, in turn, forces edges between CCM locations and live ranges into the interference graph.

The allocator ignores these edges during allocation and uses them during spill code insertion. When it goes to spill a value, edges between the node and CCM locations

---

Calculate the call graph (if necessary) \[38, 12\]
Conservatively mark subroutines in call-graph cycles as using all of CCM
For each subroutine, \(s\), in a postorder walk over the call graph:
- Rewrite all spill instructions to use symbolic names
- Build liveness analysis for spill locations
- Build SSA on the spill locations
- Build live-range names
- Build the interference graph
- Calculate the cost of each live range
- Color CCM locations for each live range
- Rewrite spill instructions to spill to CCM
- Record the amount of CCM used by \(s\)

**Figure 6.1** Algorithm for post-register-allocation spill promotion
show the allocator which CCM locations cannot hold the spilled value. This simplifies
the search for an appropriate CCM location.\footnote{Our allocator does not color spills to
main memory, so the equivalent edges are not present for main memory spill
locations. If the allocator runs out of spill locations in main memory, it simply
extends the activation record for the current procedure. Since CCM is a fixed-size
resource, the more expensive approach is warranted.}

Adding a name space for CCM locations was easy. Managing name spaces is one of
the more difficult parts of building a Briggs allocator. By comparison to the problems
introduced by building SSA, forming live ranges, coalescing live ranges, and coloring
the result into a small space of register and spill location names, the CCM names are
simple.

1. CCM names are introduced after live ranges have been discovered. The allo-
cator appends CCM names onto the set of live ranges. This occurs just before
construction of the interference graph.

2. Interference graph construction treats CCM location names in the way that it
handles register values. It uses the definition of liveness cited in the last section:
a CCM location becomes live when it is stored to, and it remains live until the
last load from that position. With that definition, the only real change to the
interference-graph building algorithm is insertion of code that recognizes spills
to CCM. CCM locations are otherwise treated exactly as register values.

3. After building the interference graph, CCM locations are ignored until the spill
section of the allocator. Each time a value is marked for spilling under normal
register allocation, we assign it to a spill location, usually based on the value of
the stack pointer. We modify this by inserting a check to see if the value can
be assigned to the CCM instead of being put on the stack.

4. During spill insertion, the allocator consults the interference graph to determine
whether or not a suitable CCM location is available. The governing rule is: a
value $v$ cannot be spilled to CCM position $m$ if an edge from $v$ to $m$ is in the
interference graph. As values are spilled to CCM, the interference graph must
be updated. Spilling $v$ to CCM location $m$ requires that we add an edge from
$m$ to each live-range neighbor of $v$ in the interference graph.\footnote{Alternatively, the allocator can keep a side data structure of the CCM spills inserted in the current
round of spilling. Then, the rule becomes, $v$ cannot be spilled to $m$ if $(v, m)$ is in the interference}


The expanded spilling algorithm is shown in Figure 6.2. This is the algorithm provided by Briggs [7]; we embolden each step that requires modification.

6.4 Experimental results

We have purposely avoided a key specification of our work up to this point in order to discuss the utility of CCM. That specification is the actual size of the memory area. In Chapter 5, we saw that fully seventy-five percent of the routines required less than a kilobyte of memory, so this seemed to be a good target for our experiments.\(^9\) We also ran the experiments with half that amount of memory, to see if key spill promotions would be responsible for the majority of the speedup. This gives us two data points. First, it shows the relative speedup and the cost/benefit of having more CCM. Second, it shows that even with a CCM of 512K, significant speedups can be achieved.

The results are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. In the first column, we show the dynamic execution costs of running each routine. The numbers in parentheses are the number of cycles used for memory operations. In the second column, we show the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop until no new spill code is added:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Build SSA Form (include CCM positions)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build live-range names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat until no more coalescing possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Build the interference graph (include CCM positions)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coalesce copies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculate spill costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Select</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spill (try to spill into CCM positions)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.2** Modified register-allocation algorithm including spill promotion

---

\(^9\)Note that it is the compacted values with which we are concerned, since the spill-promotion algorithms compact memory into the CCM.
relative speedup of the code after running the separate memory allocator; again, the number in parentheses is the ratio of cycles spent just in memory operations. The third column shows the relative speedup of the memory allocator that uses interprocedural information. The fourth column shows the relative speedup when running the register allocator with CCM allocation built into the spill-code generator.

Note that the post-pass can go after the scheduler (or be built into the scheduler), so that more expensive loads and stores can be given greater priority. This is an idea out of Briggs' thesis, wherein he states that the cost of loads/stores is difficult to estimate because of latency-hiding introduced by the scheduler [7].

6.5 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed the creation of a small, fast, on-chip memory that the compiler could use for scalar memory operations inserted by the register allocator, and we showed the minor software enhancements necessary to utilize this memory space. Our proposal offers the opportunity to move scalar spill operations out of the address space containing both cache and main memory. This eliminates cache pollution introduced by spill instructions and reduces total traffic through the cache.

The hardware requirements for our CCM are simple; the amount of CCM required for real programs is modest. We showed how to incorporate the necessary compiler support in two ways: as a post-pass CCM allocator that could run at the end of compilation or at link-time, or as an integrated part of a Briggs allocator.

Using a small amount of CCM (512 to 1024 bytes) produced significant decreases in the run-time cost of register spilling. Because the amount of memory per program is so small, it makes sense to consider implementing future commodity microprocessors with a CCM with 16KB to 32KB of memory and adding a simple mechanism for context-switching it without copying it back to main memory.

This idea may find immediate application on some of the current generation DSP chips. On DSP chips with a small local memory, reserving the bottom 512 to 1024 bytes of that memory would allow the compiler to apply the techniques presented here. Many of these chips are used in applications that run a single process; in that environment, context switching is not an issue.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine Name</th>
<th>Cycle Count Without CCM</th>
<th>Post-Pass w/ Call Graph</th>
<th>Post-Pass w/o Call Graph</th>
<th>Integrated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>825(252)</td>
<td>5.375(1.740)</td>
<td>0.90(0.84)</td>
<td>0.98(0.93)</td>
<td>0.98(0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57,782,160(37,234,728)</td>
<td>111,128,482(60,658,016)</td>
<td>0.93(0.88)</td>
<td>0.91(0.83)</td>
<td>0.91(0.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236,731(75,692)</td>
<td>2,873,175(1,223,036)</td>
<td>0.99(0.96)</td>
<td>0.99(0.96)</td>
<td>0.99(0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,553,050(23,888,900)</td>
<td>108,885,800(45,403,699)</td>
<td>0.99(0.96)</td>
<td>0.99(0.96)</td>
<td>0.99(0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33,683,283(21,466,402)</td>
<td>3,803,650(2,159,000)</td>
<td>0.99(0.96)</td>
<td>0.99(0.96)</td>
<td>0.99(0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,667,125(1,190,500)</td>
<td>5,718,175(3,613,150)</td>
<td>0.84(0.74)</td>
<td>0.79(0.67)</td>
<td>0.79(0.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,667,125(1,190,500)</td>
<td>3,667,125(2,000,250)</td>
<td>0.85(0.74)</td>
<td>0.85(0.74)</td>
<td>0.85(0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21,503,385(15,717,450)</td>
<td>21,503,385(15,717,450)</td>
<td>0.97(0.96)</td>
<td>0.97(0.96)</td>
<td>0.97(0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,408,775(2,038,350)</td>
<td>3,408,775(2,038,350)</td>
<td>0.84(0.74)</td>
<td>0.84(0.74)</td>
<td>0.84(0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,629,600(3,632,200)</td>
<td>5,629,600(3,632,200)</td>
<td>0.84(0.74)</td>
<td>0.84(0.74)</td>
<td>0.84(0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,667,125(1,190,500)</td>
<td>3,667,125(2,000,250)</td>
<td>0.85(0.74)</td>
<td>0.85(0.74)</td>
<td>0.85(0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,172,573(6,821,302)</td>
<td>12,172,573(6,821,302)</td>
<td>0.93(0.88)</td>
<td>0.93(0.88)</td>
<td>0.93(0.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8,877,019(3,071,802)</td>
<td>8,877,019(3,071,802)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1  A comparison of dynamic cycle counts with 512-byte CCM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine Name</th>
<th>Cycle Count Without CCM</th>
<th>Post-Pass w/ Call Graph</th>
<th>Integrated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>decomp</td>
<td>825(252)</td>
<td>0.97(0.90)</td>
<td>0.97(0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>svd</td>
<td>5,375(1,740)</td>
<td>0.98(0.93)</td>
<td>0.98(0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sattrr</td>
<td>26,432(17,360)</td>
<td>0.90(0.84)</td>
<td>0.85(0.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subb</td>
<td>959,280(546,000)</td>
<td>0.84(0.72)</td>
<td>0.80(0.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supp</td>
<td>1,288,056(744,464)</td>
<td>0.86(0.77)</td>
<td>0.80(0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prophy</td>
<td>378,156(209,264)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>colbur</td>
<td>321,659(135,468)</td>
<td>0.99(0.98)</td>
<td>0.99(0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defltu</td>
<td>328,160(153,888)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bilan</td>
<td>194,218(86,790)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ddfltu</td>
<td>579,443(254,760)</td>
<td>0.99(0.98)</td>
<td>0.92(0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desco</td>
<td>970,072(470,140)</td>
<td>0.97(0.94)</td>
<td>0.96(0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pastem</td>
<td>223,961(53,308)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efill</td>
<td>4,705,095(2,570,138)</td>
<td>0.78(0.59)</td>
<td>0.78(0.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpppp</td>
<td>57,782,160(37,234,728)</td>
<td>0.92(0.87)</td>
<td>0.82(0.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twldrv</td>
<td>111,128,482(60,655,016)</td>
<td>0.91(0.83)</td>
<td>0.91(0.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setiv</td>
<td>236,731(75,692)</td>
<td>0.99(0.96)</td>
<td>0.99(0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erhs</td>
<td>2,873,175(1,223,036)</td>
<td>0.99(0.98)</td>
<td>0.99(0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rhs</td>
<td>78,222,321(38,056,812)</td>
<td>0.98(0.97)</td>
<td>0.98(0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacld</td>
<td>58,617,550(34,501,900)</td>
<td>0.91(0.85)</td>
<td>0.91(0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blts</td>
<td>108,885,500(45,403,600)</td>
<td>0.99(0.98)</td>
<td>0.99(0.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacu</td>
<td>40,553,050(23,788,900)</td>
<td>0.86(0.76)</td>
<td>0.82(0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buts</td>
<td>109,578,600(46,621,300)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denpt</td>
<td>5,940,008(2,070,008)</td>
<td>0.98(0.96)</td>
<td>0.98(0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parmrvt</td>
<td>261,706,085(152,279,892)</td>
<td>0.99(0.99)</td>
<td>0.99(0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smooth</td>
<td>33,683,283(21,466,402)</td>
<td>0.97(0.95)</td>
<td>0.97(0.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rffti1</td>
<td>712(188)</td>
<td>0.97(0.87)</td>
<td>0.97(0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rad5</td>
<td>3,803,650(2,159,000)</td>
<td>0.86(0.76)</td>
<td>0.86(0.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf4</td>
<td>5,718,175(3,613,150)</td>
<td>0.79(0.67)</td>
<td>0.79(0.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radf2</td>
<td>3,362,325(2,000,250)</td>
<td>0.85(0.74)</td>
<td>0.85(0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vslv1p</td>
<td>21,503,385(15,174,540)</td>
<td>0.97(0.96)</td>
<td>0.97(0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb2</td>
<td>3,406,775(2,038,350)</td>
<td>0.84(0.74)</td>
<td>0.84(0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb4</td>
<td>5,689,600(3,632,200)</td>
<td>0.79(0.67)</td>
<td>0.79(0.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radb5</td>
<td>3,667,125(1,905,000)</td>
<td>0.89(0.80)</td>
<td>0.89(0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slv2xy</td>
<td>49,928(35,492)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
<td>0.99(0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>field</td>
<td>12,172,573(6,821,302)</td>
<td>0.93(0.87)</td>
<td>0.93(0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>init</td>
<td>8,877,019(3,071,802)</td>
<td>1.00(1.00)</td>
<td>0.99(0.98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2  A comparison of dynamic cycle counts with 1024-byte CCM
Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

This thesis has explored the problem of spill-code-impact minimization.

In Chapter 3, we proposed simplifying the expensive analysis of Cooper and Simpson by looking for unproductive spills after they occurred, instead of beforehand [21]. While we managed to reduce the number of memory operations executed, the cleanup code we needed to insert negated most of the time savings, resulting in negligible overall improvements. However, we did show improvements of up to 6% in the number of cycles spent on memory operations, which could be a significant impact on codes that exert high pressure on the memory subsystem.

In Chapter 4, we presented a simple correction to Briggs' spill-code-insertion algorithm for a problem that has heretofore gone undetected. This correction requires little effort to implement, has an insignificant impact on the running time of the allocator and led to a 8% speedup on some codes.

In Chapter 5, we presented a study of the memory used for spill code. We looked at both how much memory is used in spill instructions directly from the allocator and at how much this memory can be compressed. We showed that after compression, approximately 75% of the routines in our test suite required less than one kilobyte of memory to hold all of the spill values. We used this study to help justify our suggestion for CCM, in Chapter 6. We also presented some theoretical ideas on how better to organize the inevitable spill-code memory.

We showed that a separate memory we call CCM could reduce the runtime impact of spill code. We presented three variations of algorithms to use this hardware device, and we showed that its use could provide runtime improvements of up to 22%. Using the result from the memory study as a guide, we showed that we could get these improvements for only a one kilobyte CCM and that we could achieve reasonable improvements with a CCM as small as 512 bytes.
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